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Abstract

This comment on Privacy and Data-Based Research (Heffetz & Ligett, 2013) was written by

Sebastian Flückiger as part of the 2015 Workshop & Lecture Series on the Law & Economics of

Innovation. It focuses on three questions around the core theory of differntial privacy within the

paper. Namely the questions of applicability of differential privacy in smaller data sets with outliers,

the problem of balancing statistical accuracy with privacy and the issue of selling a statistical concept

of privacy to consumers. The last part proposes a quantification of the level of privacy offered to a

user about to join a database.



Differential Privacy

The central theory of the discussed paper (Heffetz & Ligett, 2013) is called differential privacy. The

concept of differential privacy promises an individual that it will not be affected in any way by allowing

his data to be used for analysis, irregardless of further data available (Dwork, 2006, p. 5). In the views of

the statistician differential privacy allows to learn useful information about a population without learning

anything about the individual (Dwork, 2006). The mathematical definition used in the discussed paper

is as follows.

Differential Privacy (Dwork, 2006): A randomized function K provides ε-differential privacy if

for every S ∈ Range(K) and for all neighboring databases D and D’,

Prob[K(D) = S] ≤ eε · Prob[K(D′) = S],

for ε ≥ 0, and where the probability space in each case is over the randomness of K.

Discussion

The following sections will deal with three key questions that arise when discussing differential privacy.

By applying a privacy transformation to any given database, a loss of accuracy is incurred. Especially

in the case of small data sets of known size this can yield unusable statistics when trying to protect

outliers with extreme data points. This particular case is discussed in the first section, followed by a

general discussion of statistical accuracy versus privacy. The last section then looks at the concept of

differential privacy from the eyes of the consumer and how he might perceive such a statistical approach

to his privacy.

Outliers in a small population of known size

When examining small databases, the approach of differential privacy might not be suitable to secure

the participants privacy that has an extreme value within the database. The authors mention this point

briefly without going into further details (Heffetz & Ligett, 2013, p. 20).

To visualize this point we design fictional village with a population n = 1000 and formalize a statistic

to measure the average number of crimes cpcyn = f(D) per citizen per year when measuring with a

database D of n rows. We perform two experiments, the first assuming the average number of crime

per citizen per year to be cpcy1000 = 0.0715 corresponding to the average criminal rate in Switzerland

(Bundesamt für Statistik Schweiz, 2015).

The average criminal rate cpcyn is clearly a bounded measure. The lower bound shall be denoted by

y0 = 0 and the upper bound assumed to be ŷ = 12. We further assume that there is only one citizen who

has a rate of ŷ. We denote an criminal act as incident.

f(D) = cpcyn =

∑n
k=1(incidents)k

n
,∀k ∈ D
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Experiment 1

Database D with 1000 rows, assume average rate of crime in Switzerland (Bundesamt für Statistik Schweiz,

2015).

cpcy1000 =

∑1000
k=1 (incidents)k

1000
= 0.0715

Experiment 2

Database D’ with 999 rows. We drop the citizen with the highest rate of crime ŷ = 12 from database D

to gain D’.

cpcy999 =
cpcy1000 ∗ 1000− ŷ

999
=

0.0715 ∗ 1000− 12

999
= 0.05956

This yiels

∆f =
cpcy1000
cpcy999

=
0.0715

0.05956
= 20%

Outline of an attack

In a small village the missing individual could easily be identified with the two statistics at hand. The

knowledge that there was a citizen within the village who comitted ŷ crimes is now public knowledge.

By either consulting records of criminal activities or checking who has left the village between the two

experiments the name and identity of the person could be identified.

Summary

In order to secure the privacy of the outlier with the highest rate of crime ŷ with a differential privacy

approach would require to add laplacian noise of ∆f = 20% to the result. A press release could look as

follows in this case: The average citizen of the village commits between 0.059 and 0.072 crimes per year.

Depending how precise the data needs to be, this is an outcome of limited satisfaction. The obvious

approach to solve this issue would be to conceal the population n, which can be done by distributing the

privacy budget ε between ∆f and n. This approach however might not always be available, for example

in the case of officially published statistics (governmental) where the size of the population of the sample

is strictly known.

Possible Approaches

Practical approaches exist - one possibility to solve this problem would be to remove any outliers in the

initial analysis. This however can distort the outcome similarly if outliers are not distributed normally

around the mean.

Another approach is suggested by Lui and Pass. Their concept of outlier privacy defines the pri-

vacy of an individual by the degree to which his data points can be deemed outliers. The notion of

ε − outlier privacy in their concept means, that each individual in the data set is guaranteed ε(k) −
differential privacy protection with k as a quantification of the degree of being an outlier for the given

individual (Lui & Pass, 2014), formalizing the fact that under differential privacy each individual is

protected stronger by it’s proximity to the mean.
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Conclusion

Even though small databases seem to be at risk when concealing through differential privacy, the problem

is rather limited. When looking at possible approaches such as outlier privacy (Lui & Pass, 2014) we see,

that the problem can be mitigated to some extent.

It is also important to examine what small means in this context. In the above experiment we defined

small in the region of 1000. As we examine in the next chapter we will see that precision and privacy both

rapidly increase when dealing with bigger datasets. Already when looking at a population of n = 5000,

the needed noise to protect the outlier with cpcyoutlier = ŷ = 12 would be as low as ∆f = 3.5% 1 , even

though the outlier is factor of 167 times the average crime rate outside the average.

Balancing statistical accuracy with privacy

As demonstrated in the last section the application of a differential privacy mutation might produce

statistics that are not practical. When slackening the noise needed to protect outliers the statistical

outcome can be improved by limiting privacy protection of the outliers in question. The value for ε

remains a social question - different application might need a different rigor in protecting the privacy of

individuals. Dwork and Smith put ε to be in the general region of 0.01, 0.1 or ln(2) or ln(3) (Dwork &

Smith, 2008).

Interdependencies of accuracy and privacy

There are various methods that play a role in the balance between accuracy and privacy when discussing

differential privacy.

• Increasing the sample size improves accuracy while maintaining privacy

• Decreasing ε increases privacy while diminishing accuracy

• Decreasing the laplacian noise on ∆f increases accuracy while diminishing privacy

• Distributing the privacy budget ε over different columns (e.g. sample size and f(D)) can maintain

privacy while improving accuracy

Application of balancing methods

Revisiting the experiments from the previous section but rephrasing them for a population of n1 = 100′000

and n2 = 99′999 respectively, the noise necessary to conceal and protect the outlier with ŷ = 12 decreases

to ∆f = 0.16%, or a range of 0.0713to0.0715 crimes per year, a much more acceptable outcome.

Decreasing ε, applying outlier privacy (Lui & Pass, 2014) or diminishing the added noise, will limit

protection available for outliers while greatly increasing accuracy. In the experiment this could translate

to only protecting outliers that are within the bounds of (−6, 6) crimes per year. To protect an outlier

with 6 crimes per year the added noise would only need be 9%. We have doubled the accuracy while

losing privacy.

1cpcy4999 = 5000·0.0715−12
4999

= 0.0691, 0.0691
0.0715

= 1.035
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The distribution of the privacy budget ε onto the population size n and the outcome f(D) can help us

preserve accuracy of the outcome without diminishing privacy. We could specify n ∈ (90, 110) for both

experiments as well as adding noise, smaller than 20%. In this setting we don’t know if the outlier was

involved in the first experiment and/or how many people were removed for experiment 2, making it much

more difficult to identify the individual missing from experiment 2. To preserve ε−differential privacy
we need to adhere to the constraint

∑
k εk = ε when splitting the privacy budget ε across k parts.

Conclusion

The authors do address the question of ’how small should ε be?’, but do not provide a concrete answer

for it (Heffetz & Ligett, 2013).

Selling a statistical concept of privacy to consumers

As Yang states, one of the big issues of the differential privacy concept is, that it is its central element

ε is unclear for the database user. Its derivation from the probabilistic domain makes it hard to pro-

duce a tangible definition and quantification of privacy that can be presented to someone about to join

a database (Yang, Zhang, Miklau, Winslett, & Xiao, 2012). But as noted by Dwork, one of the core

ideas of differential privacy is to ensure a participant that “(almost, quantifiable)” no risk is incurred

by joining a statistical database (Dwork, 2008). The big question that arises is how to present the

concept of differential privacy and its implication and level of protection to a user that is evaluating

the level of protection of the service at hand, without knowledge of the statistical concept of differen-

tial privacy. Again the concept of outlier privacy (Lui & Pass, 2014) can serve as a possible solution.

Quantifying the outlierness of a user however, can only be done after he has joined and provided his data.

Quantification of differential privacy

A possible approach would be to quantify differential privacy in percent. A 100% privacy through differ-

ential privacy would need to guarantee that the database at hand is identical with or without the user

joining it. Extending this guarantee to any possible outliers can for smaller data sets render statistical

analysis unusable. Especially when considering unbounded data types, 100% differential privacy is al-

most impossible to achieve as the position of the outliers to be protected might be known (Sarathy &

Muralidhar, 2010).

The aim should be to present a user with a single percentile that tells him all he needs to know

about his data privacy for the service at hand. This number could be calculated on the basis of existing

users. In a single real number statistic the system could calculate for every user how far away from the

noise-protected mean-area of the database his value lies. With that information it is possible to distill

a percentual representation of the level of differential privacy that user has. The user about to join can

be presented with a corresponding the expected percentile of protection assuming the current probabil-

ity distribution of users around the mean “your identity is protected with 98.7 % when using our services”.
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This proposal has some clear limitations, fully exploring them however would be outside the scope of

this comment. Issues to be analysed and accounted for are (not limited to) the following.

• Empty Databases. How can the protection of privacy be quantified for the first (few) users when

no data has been collected to be evaluated so far?

• Outlier Estimate. How probable is it, that the new user about to join will be an outlier to the

existing database? And how far outside the average will his data lie?

• Database Evolution. How can the change in differential privacy be communicated to an existing

user if his level of protection through the definition above is changing due to new data by newly

joined users?

• Legal Protection. How can the owner of the database insure his legal and financial protection if

a user can make a claim that his protection was in fact less than was communicated to him - e.g.

if he is in fact an outlier that does not have the average level of protection as other users.

The proposal outlined above seems to lend itself particularly well for large online services with an

abundance of data to give a lot of significant statistical backing for claims made by the algorithm presented

to the user.

Conclusion

By experimenting we have found that it is quite simple to design statistics where the application of a

differential privacy transformation either leads to unusable results or to unprotected data. Especially in

the case of smaller databases with a known size differential privacy is not the right model. In such cases

another approach such as consent of participants or rigorous security measures in data utilization and

release should be employed.

Further we have seen that there are different trade-offs when dealing with differential privacy. The balance

between protection and statistical accuracy can be significant (especially in small database environments).

The decision on how this balance should be met through the right selection of ε is beyond the scope of

this comment and remains a social issue (Dwork & Smith, 2008).

Finally we propose a percentage system to quantify privacy on the grounds of differential privacy that

provides user deciding whether to join a database with a practical and understandable framework on

how secure their identity is protected given the current population of the database. This system could

be used especially well for online services where already a big number of users has joined a database.
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